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TABLE 1
Galaxy Models and Numerical Parameters

Modela bfg (LT)cQsg (HT)dQsg
eNtot feg

gmg

G50-1 . . . . . . . . 1 1.22 1.45 1.0 10 0.08
G50-2 . . . . . . . . 2.5 0.94 1.53 1.0 10 0.21
G50-3 . . . . . . . . 4.5 0.65 1.52 1.0 10 0.37
G50-4 . . . . . . . . 9 0.33 0.82 1.0 10 0.75
G100-1 . . . . . . . 1 1.08 … 6.4 7 0.10
G100-1 . . . . . . . 1 … 1.27 1.0 10 0.66
G100-2 . . . . . . . 2.5 … 1.07 1.0 10 1.65
G100-3 . . . . . . . 4.5 … 0.82 1.0 10 2.97
G100-4 . . . . . . . 9 … 0.42 1.0 20 5.94
G120-3 . . . . . . . 4.5 … 0.68 1.0 20 5.17
G120-4 . . . . . . . 9 … 0.35 1.0 30 10.3
G160-1 . . . . . . . 1 … 1.34 1.0 20 2.72
G160-2 . . . . . . . 2.5 … 0.89 1.0 20 6.80
G160-3 . . . . . . . 4.5 … 0.52 1.0 30 12.2
G160-4 . . . . . . . 9 … 0.26 1.5 40 16.3
G220-1 . . . . . . . 1 0.65 … 6.4 15 1.11
G220-1 . . . . . . . 1 … 1.11 1.0 20 7.07
G220-2 . . . . . . . 2.5 … 0.66 1.2 30 14.8
G220-3 . . . . . . . 4.5 … 0.38 2.0 40 15.9
G220-4 . . . . . . . 9 … 0.19 4.0 40 16.0

a The first number is the rotational velocity in units of kilometers per second
at virial radius.

b Percentage of total halo mass in gas.
c Minimum initial for low-T model. Missing data indicate models notQsg

run at full resolution.
d Minimum initial for high-T model.Qsg
e Millions of particles in high-resolution runs.
f Gravitational softening length of gas in units of parsecs.
g Gas particle mass in units of 104 M,.

Fig. 1.—Schmidt law from fully resolved low-T (open symbols) and high-
T (filled symbols) models listed in Table 1 that showed gravitational collapse.
The colors indicate the galaxy rotational velocities, while the symbol shapes
indicate the gas fractions, as specified in the legend. The black line is the best
fit to the observations from Kennicutt (1998b), while the red line is the best
fit to the simulations.

for particle masses (Steinmetz & White 1997). Truelove et al.
(1998) suggest that a Jeans mass must be resolved with far more
than the smoothing kernels proposed by BB97. Therefore,N p 2k

we performed a resolution study of model G100-1 (LT), with
, , and , corresponding to ,5 5 6N p 10 8# 10 6.4# 10 N ≈ 0.4tot k

3.0, and 23.9, respectively. We find convergence to within 10%
of the global amount of mass accreted by sink particles between
the two highest resolutions, suggesting that the BB97 criterion is
sufficient for the problem considered here.
We performed 24 simulations satisfying all three criteria,

including six models of low-mass galaxies with low temper-
ature (T) to study the effect of changing the effective sound
speed. We also set a minimum value of particles for6N ≥ 10tot
lower mass galaxies resolved with fewer particles.

3. GLOBAL SCHMIDT LAW

To derive the Schmidt law, we average and over theS SSFR gas
star-forming region, following Kennicutt (1989), with radius a
chosen to encircle 80% of the mass in sinks. To estimate the star
formation rate, we make the assumption that individual sinks rep-
resent dense molecular clouds that form stars at some efficiency.
Observations by Rownd & Young (1999) suggest that the local
star formation efficiency (SFE) in molecular clouds remains
roughly constant. Kennicutt (1998b) shows a median SFE of 30%
in starburst galaxies dominated by molecular gas. This suggests
the local SFE of dense molecular clouds is around 30%.We there-
fore adopt a fixed local SFE of to convert the mass ofe p 30%
sinks to stars. Note that this local efficiency is different from the
global star formation efficiency in galaxies, which measures the
fraction of the total gas turned into stars. The global SFE can
range from 1 to 100% (Kennicutt 1998b), depending on the gas
distribution and the molecular gas fraction.
Figure 1 shows the Schmidt law derived from our simulations.

The best fit to the observations by Kennicutt (1998b) gives a

Schmidt law , with global efficiencyaS p AS A p (2.5!SFR gas
and a power law , where is!40.7)# 10 a p 1.4! 0.15 SSFR

given in units of M, kpc!2 yr!1 and is given in units ofSgas
M, pc!2. A least-squares fit to the models listed in Table 1 (both
low T and high T) gives and!4A p (1.4! 0.4)# 10 a p

, agreeing with the observations to within the errors.1.45! 0.07
Note that LT models tend to have slightly higher SF rates

than equivalent HT models. Thus, observations may be able
to directly measure the effective sound speed (roughly equiv-
alent to velocity dispersion) of the star-forming gas in galactic
disks and nuclei. More simulations will be needed to demon-
strate this quantitatively.
Our chosen models do not populate the lowest and highest

star formation rates observed. Interacting galaxies can produce
very unstable disks and trigger vigorous starbursts (e.g., Li et
al. 2004). Quiescent normal galaxies form stars at a rate below
our mass resolution limit. Our most stable models indeed show
no star formation in the first few billion years.

4. STAR FORMATION THRESHOLD

A threshold is clearly visible in the spatial distribution of
gas and stars in our galaxy models, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The critical value of the instability parameter at the threshold
can be quantitatively measured from the radial profile, as in-
dicated in the middle panel, which shows a sharp drop of

at . The critical values of and at the thresh-S R ∼ 2R Q QSFR d sg g

old are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 2 for all theR th
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Fig. 2.—Top: Star formation threshold illustrated by the low-Tmodel G220-
1 with . Log of gas surface density is shown, with values6N p 6.4# 10tot
given by the color bar. Yellow circles indicate SCs, while the red circle shows
. Middle: Radial profiles of star formation rate (yellow circles) and ToomreRth

Q parameters for stars (asterisks), gas (circles), and stars and gas com-Q Qs g

bined (diamonds). The red line shows . Bottom: Critical values ofQ R Qsg th sg
(filled symbols) and (open symbols) at for both low-T (red) and high-Q Rg th
T (black) models.

Fig. 3.—Star formation timescale as a function of initial fort Q (min)SF sg
both low-T (open symbols) and high-T (filled symbols) models. The solid line
is the least-squares fit.

fully resolved models listed in Table 1. The critical values of
appear to be generally higher than in the same galaxy,Q Qsg g

and both have lower values (!1) in more unstable models.
Most galaxies not classified as starbursts have gas fractions

comparable to or less than our most stable models, so the
observation of a threshold value of may reflect theQ ∼ 1.4g

stability of the galaxies in the sample (Martin & Kennicutt
2001). Observed variations in the threshold also appear to occur
naturally. If we only use the Toomre criterion for the gas ,Qg

we get slightly larger scatter than if we include the stars and
use the combined criterion , but the effect is small.Qsg

5. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

What controls star formation in different galaxies? Our models
suggest the answer is the nonlinear development of gravitational
instability. Figure 3 shows the correlation between the star for-
mation timescale and the initial minimum for fullyt Q (min)SF sg
resolved models listed in Table 1. The best fit is tSF p (34 !
7 Myr) . Quiescent star formation oc-exp [(4.2! 0.3)Q (min)]sg
curs where is large, while vigorous starbursts occur whereQsg

is small. This differs from the emphasis on supersonic tur-Qsg
bulence by Kravtsov (2003). The maximum strength of instability

depends on the mass of the galaxy and the gas fraction.Q (min)sg
The larger the halo mass, or the larger the gas fraction, the smaller
resulting , and thus the shorter .Q (min) tsg SF
Typical observed starburst times of 108 yr are consistent with

our fit for (Kennicutt 1998b). This also agrees with thetSF
observations by MacArthur et al. (2004) that the star formation
rate depends on the galaxy potential. McGaugh et al. (2000)
show a break in the Tully-Fisher relation for galaxies with

km s!1, suggesting a transition at this scale. Indeed,V ≤ 90c

our models with km s!1 and gas fraction ≤50% ofV ≤ 100c

the disk mass appear to be rather stable ( ), with noQ 1 1.0sg
star formation in the first 3 Gyr, while models with V ≥ 120c

km s!1 become less stable, forming stars easily. This is also
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Figure 1. An overview of the numerical simulations with Σdisc = 4.2M⊙ pc−2 is shown in terms of their column densities. In the
global galactic disc simulation, gas shocks, cools and coalesce in the spiral arms to form dense clouds. One of the clouds from the global
simulation is used to perform the Cloud re-simulation, where we have increased the mass resolution by a factor of 256 in order to study
in detail how the star formation region is formed. The last 3 panels show the cold gas (T < 50 K) in the central regions of the Gravity
re-simulation, which now includes self gravity and sink particles to indicate stellar clusters. Gas in the two re-simulations explores scales,
and exhibits the densities and temperatures typical of molecular clouds (103 cm−3 and < 20 K) which are otherwise unfeasible in full
global disc simulations. In each panel, the column density of the gas is shown, the logarithmic scale from 10−4 to 0.1 g cm−2 for the
global simulation, 10−3 to 0.1 g cm−2 for the Cloud re-simulation, and from 0.002 to 2 g cm−2 for the Gravity re-simulation.
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Figure 7. The local star formation rates per unit area (left) and the surface density of cold dense gas (right) are plotted against the
surface density of gas for the three Gravity re-simulations with initial surface densities of 0.42 M⊙ pc−2 (blue stars), 4.2M⊙ pc−2 (black
filled triangles), and 42.0M⊙ pc−2 (red squares). The points represent local 50x50pc regions of the disc as viewed from the plane of the
galaxy. The SFRs (left) correspond to a time 3.5 × 106 years from the start of the Gravity re-simulations, except for the high-surface
density run which corresponds to 1.3× 106 years. The cold, T < 100K, and dense, ρ > 10M⊙ pc−3, gas (right) is measured at the start
of the Gravity re-simulations. The dashed line is the approximate location of the Schmidt-Kennicutt ΣSFR ∝ Σ1.4

gas (Kennicutt & Evans
2012) relation (left) and shows a Σdense ∝ Σ1.4

gas relation (right). The dotted and solid lines at the left show two χ-squared fits to the data
representing the total dataset (slope = 1.55 ± 0.06) and for just the two higher surface density simulations (slope = 1.42 ± 0.07). Null
values are set to 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 kpc−2 and M⊙ pc−2, respectively. The small cyan and green (small open triangles) points represent the
Bigiel et al. 2010 and Heiderman et al. 2010 Table 1 data, respectively. Note that the Σdense ∝ Σ1.4

gas relation implies a molecular star
formation relation of ΣSFR ∝ Σdense.

the Schmidt-Kennicutt relation must arise. In Figure 7, we
also plot the surface density of cold (T < 100K) and dense
(ρ > 10M⊙ pc−3) gas Σdense, that corresponds to molecu-
lar clouds, as a function of the total surface density of gas
as viewed horizontally in the plane of the galaxy. We find
a Σdense ∝ Σ1.4

gas relation with a similar slope as the star
formation Schmidt-Kennicutt relation. This shows that the
non-linear slope in our simulated S-K relation arises in the
formation of the cold gas. The ‘molecular’ gas fraction is
zero below surface densities of a few M⊙pc

−2 and increases
linearly with the surface density from a few percent to being
predominantly cold and dense at high surface densities (see
also Krumholz et al. 2009).

Unexpectedly, the Σdense ∝ Σ1.4
gas relation is found in

both the self-gravitating and the non self-gravitating simu-
lations. That this fundamental relation arises independently
of self-gravity shows that gravity cannot be the determining
physics in generating the cold gas, and ultimately in setting
the star formation rates. Instead, it is the shock and thermal
physics of how the cold dense gas is generated which drives
the resulting star formation rates (see also Glover & Clark
2012b,a; Krumholz et al. 2011; Krumholz 2012). Gravity’s
role is then limited to the collapse of the dense gas (which
in our simulations has a near constant free-fall time, tff) such
that ΣSFR ≈ Σdense/tff ∝ Σdense. A slower collapse due to
magnetic fields or equivalently a relaxation of our assump-
tion of 100 per cent star formation efficiency would then
explain the offset found in the star formation rates.

The steeper relation between the dense gas and the to-
tal gas present must arise from the shocks and accompany-
ing cooling. In the re-simulations it is found that the cold
dense gas is formed by collisions between clumps of cool
(100 < T < 1000 K) gas formed in previous shocks. Fig-
ure 9 shows the evolution of gas that comprises a region of
high star formation rate over the 50 Myr of the Cloud re-
simulation. The gas spends only a relatively short time (5
Myr) as dense and cold (T < 100K; ρ > 10M⊙ pc−3) but
is mostly cool (T < 1000 K) throughout the full 54 Myr of
the re-simulation. This ‘cool’ gas (often termed the warm
neutral medium WNM) is due to earlier shocks during the
spiral arm passages and forms a clumpy medium embedded
in the warmer gas (see also Dobbs et al. 2012). Subsequent
collisions involving this cool gas result in much stronger com-
pressions, hence the formation of the cold, dense (T < 100K;
ρ > 10M⊙ pc−3) gas and ensuing star formation. Where the
probability of an individual clump colliding with another is
low, this results in a non-linear scaling between the incoming
Σgas and shock-produced Σdense. We construct below a sim-
ple clumpy shock model based on the requirement of clumps
to interact in order to form the dense gas. This toy model
can reasonably reproduce the Σdense ∝ Σ1.4

gas relation when
clumps are in pressure equilibrium with the gas and their
sizes are then given by R ∝ Σ−1/3

gas .
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Figure 1. Comparison of the six analytic models for the star formation rate per freefall time, SFRff : KM, PN, HC (left panels) and multi-freefall KM, PN, HC (right
panels). See Table 1 and the derivations in Section 2.3 for details of the different analytic models and functions plotted (ϵ/φt = 1 in each panel). The dependence of
SFRff on the virial parameter αvir and the sonic Mach number M are shown in each panel for a turbulent forcing parameter b = 0.4, corresponding to a statistical
mixture of solenoidal and compressive modes in the turbulent forcing. All models are plotted without taking magnetic fields into account, i.e., plasma β → ∞.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

As found in a detailed comparison of the analytically derived
σs with numerical simulations of MHD turbulence in Molina
et al. (2012), the standard-deviation–Mach number relation,
Equation (4), breaks down for MA ! 2 because strongly
sub-Alfvénic flows become highly anisotropic (e.g., Mac Low
1999; Cho & Vishniac 2000; Cho & Lazarian 2003; Beresnyak

et al. 2005; Brunt et al. 2010; Esquivel & Lazarian 2011).
Since the magnetic-field dependence of SFRff was introduced
as an isotropic magnetic-pressure extension, the behavior of the
analytic models for MA ! 2 is likely invalid. Thus, we only
consider the trans- to super-Alfvénic regime with MA " 2. In
this regime, SFRff decreases with increasing magnetic energy,
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